Calendar of Simple Pleasures in New England Nature
JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

carrying across the cold night air.

taste the sweet syrup fresh from the source.

Look for bald eagles perched near the mouths

Salamander migration begins about this time.
Watch for them crossing roads in wooded
whistling “Phoebe” and “Peter” respectively.
Take a quiet walk along a woodland edge after
a fresh snowfall and look for various animal
tracks and other signs of activity.

Chipmunks emerge from their winter quarters.

Great-horned owls are mating at this time.
from their dens to mate. Listen for their
territorial squabbles at night.

phoebes begin arriving at their nesting grounds.

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

Witness the spectacular courtship display of

Yellow warblers and black & white warblers
return from their southern wintering areas and
can be heard singing from breeding territories.

Look to the eastern sky shortly after dusk to

bordered by forests.

salamanders crossing roads as they travel to
nearby breeding ponds.
Spring bird migration is in full swing. Watch
the sky and treetops at dawn and dusk for
migrating birds.
Snakes and turtles are emerging from winter
particularly on south-facing slopes and logs

northward migration. Watch them feeding as
they fuel up along this tremendous journey.

JULY

AUGUST

the shoulders of old dirt roads.

dark night and witness the magical sparkling of
bioluminescent plankton all around you.

remains left after moulting). They can be found
on tall grasses near lakes and ponds.

Look for praying mantises in the garden or
taller vegetation around the edges of parks and
backyards.

Hear the ethereal sounds of loons calling from
their nesting territories on inland lakes.

evenings.

Listen for the chorus of bullfrogs at night near
ponds in rural areas.

SEPTEMBER

Woolly bear caterpillars can be seen crossing
sun-warmed roads.

Take a boat to see majestic humpback whales
milkweed blossoms.
Stellwagon Bank National Marine Sanctuary.

blooming along the roadsides.

shorebirds feeding as they fuel up along their

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

Notice oak leaves as they lose chlorophyll and
begin to change color. They will typically begin
falling within several weeks.

high overhead.

Listen for the last calls of meadow crickets on
warm days.

meadows on warm days.

themselves with nuts and berries at this time.

DECEMBER
Many overwintering birds form cooperative

particularly near the mouths of large rivers.

harvesting process.

the most evident winter constellation in

Bundle up and enjoy a quiet walk in a nearby
thousands will gather each night .

these and countless other natural pleasures.
®

